
Lesson code U4_LP5.2

Lesson

strand

Reading / Writing

Learning

Objective

1. SWBAT revisit and edit  your story by using the rubric given

2. SWBAT draw suitable illustrations for your story and colour them

Materials

required

Lesson - 13

Worksheet:U4_WS5.2

Deck: U4_DK5.2

Component

of LP

Teacher Action Student Action

Breathing

Exercise

SAY:  Let’s begin today’s class with the breathing

exercise

1. Close your eyes

2. Fold your hands

3. At the count of one breathe in

4. At the count of two breathe out (Repeat this 5

times)

ESR: Yes (to follow the instructions)

Rules for the

class

SAY: (Say this in the regional language and in English)

Let us set these rules for our class.

SAY: Rule no 1- Read the Rubric carefully

Rule no 2 - Revise your story according to the Rubric

ESR: Yes

Answers may vary



Recap and

Hook

NOTE: Use these questions to recap elements of a

story

1. Every story has a ______,__________, and

_______

2. Character, setting,__________,__________

3. What are other things you have learnt to make

a story interesting?

Write and

Draw

NOTE: Ask students to write their story in the space

provided and draw their illustrations. Give students

ample time for this activity.

NOTE: Initiate individual conferences with students

to check where they are at on their stories. Help

them out a little with ideas if needed.

Show and

Tell

SAY: Now that we have finished our stories. Let’s pair

up with someone who is other than your partner and

narrate your story to them.

ESR: Answers may vary

Homework Narrate this story to the members of your home.



My story has

Beginning, Middle,

and end

My writing has a clear

Beginning, Middle and End

It is not always easy to tell

what is the Beginning, Middle,

and End of my writing

My Beginning, Middle, and End

are very unclear

Character and

setting

My character and setting

have at least two describing

words

My character and setting have

at least on describing words

My character and setting have

no describing words

Quality work My work is neat and easy to

read

My handwriting is legible but

could be better

My work is difficult to read

Mechanics All of my sentences have

capital letters and end

marks in the correct places

Most of my sentences have

capital letters and end marks

in correct places

My writing is missing capital

letters and end marks


